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A history of blue. White light from the sun, a nuclear accident, 
encounters a layer of ozone and spreads itself indifferently. Saltwater 
thinning to turquoise where it meets the land, since forever. The 
sand, derived from ancient coral, is white because it’s made of 
the same stuff as bone. Blue eyes originated in a single individual 
somewhere between 6000 and 10000 years ago, genetic research 
suggests. 

Nevertheless: “Blue was the last colour perceived by humans.” — 
Business Insider. According to interesting rumours received from 
hateful sources, blue was once incomprehensible because difficult 
to encounter, or to extract, or to synthesize. “Egyptians, who were 
the only culture that could produce blue dyes, were the first ancient 
civilisation to have a word for the colour blue.” — The Daily Mail. 
The past is scattered, fragmentary, available, imperfect, here with 
us. 

The question if you think knowing something and using a word for 
it are the same thing. “Ivanka Trump is all smiles as she steps out 
of her home in a gingham dress.” — The Daily Mail. The dress is 
from J Crew, little blue and white squares with an ugly ruffle hem. 
Her daughter breaks the fourth wall of the staged paparazzi shot by 
looking directly at the camera, a small unconscious rebellion. 

Clicking open tab after tab, I raise up Lazarus Geiger, a name part 
disaster and part miracle, a German Jewish philologist who argued 
that languages begin with black and white, or dark and light, then 
progress through the naming of red, yellow and green before finally 
arriving at blue. No mention of blue in the Koran, the Torah, the 
Vedas, or any of the books of ancient Greece. Homer describes 
Helen weaving violet wool: the basket filled with lovely yarn; across 
it lay the distaff wound with violet wool. She sets aside her work to 
ask for news. Women in wax print cotton advertise spiritual truths 
at the hem. Is blue a Christian colour? Geiger died safely in 1870. 

Bluescreen has widely been superseded by greenscreen as a means 
of creating a non-space in an image, a removable field of colour. 
Blue and green are suitable as they are the furthest from skin tones, 
assuming skin with a base of red or yellow. Closest to the skin, an 
inner blue that is the visual antithesis of skin. Blue is a medium 
through which here becomes anywhere. Green would do just as 
well, and perhaps Homer couldn’t tell the difference, though it is 
not likely that the ancients were all colourblind until the white light 
of reason came. It does not sound likely. It is not known exactly how 
the dye known as Egyptian blue was produced. 

Blue flowers are rare, I read, but thought of the bluebells that 
come up in clouds in the spring, by my grandfather’s house: a small 
unconscious rebellion. Amid the British wildflowers I took my out-
of-place body through the woods with the dog’s lack of judgment 
at my heel, leaving my grandpa with Homer open on his lap. The 
wine-dark of memory. 

A life lived in more than one place at once hoards a rare blue or 
at least a word for it. These lives crisscross those of the gingham 
princesses, at counter-purposes, at different levels of access. The 
world is bigger seen from its underneath, and its colours, it turns 
out, are differentiated by the social and not by the light. Abstract 
totality isn’t more important or somehow bigger in scale than the 
concrete everyday, it’s just that every day happens so far away. 
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Here’s what I know about blue: at a great distance from home or 
from a wounding idea of it, a complementary idea of self becomes 
difficult to encounter, or to extract, or to synthesize. The present is 
scattered, fragmentary, available, imperfect, here with us.

Sandra Mujinga , details fromTrust Exercises, 2016, 
images courtesy of the artist. 
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